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So, it looks like GloboCap isn't going to be happy until they have fomented the widespread social
unrest - or de facto global civil war - that they need as a pretext to lock in the new pathologized
totalitarianism and remake whatever remains of society into a global pseudo-medicalized police
state, or that appears to where we're headed currently. We appear to be heading there at breakneck
speed. 

I don't have a crystal ball or anything, but I'm expecting things to get rather ugly this Autumn, and
probably even uglier in the foreseeable future. 

Yes, friends, a storm is coming. It has been coming for the last 16 months. And GloboCap is steering
right into it. 

I, and many others like me, have been tracking its relentless advance like a self-appointed
International Pathologized-Totalitarian Hurricane Center (you know, like the one in Miami, except all
the meteorologists are "conspiracy theorists"). We have documented all the propaganda, the lies,
the manipulation of statistics, the abrogation of constitutional rights, the New Normal goon squads,
the corporate censorship, and all the rest of the roll-out of the new official ideology and
the totalitarian measures deployed to enforce it. 

Our efforts have not been in vain, but they have not been successful enough to change the course
events are now taking … a course of events that has always been clear, a course that every
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totalitarian movement needs to take to get where it's going. You can't remake entire societies into
quasi-totalitarian systems without civil unrest, chaos, rioting, war, or some other form of cataclysm. 

Brainwashing the masses is all fine and good, but, at some point, you need to goad the people who
are resisting your new totalitarian "reality" into getting unruly, so you can crack down on them, and
transform them into official enemies, which appears to be what is happening currently. 

GloboCap is dialing up the totalitarianism, and they are rubbing it in our faces. 

Here in New Normal Germany, prominent health officials are openly barking out Goebbelsian slogans
like "NO FREEDOM FOR THE UNVACCINATED!" and "THE UNVACCINATED ARE A DANGER TO
SOCIETY!" 

All over Europe, including the UK, where "Freedom Day" is fast approaching, pseudo-medical social-
segregation systems are being implemented. 

In France, Greece, and many other countries, people who refuse to be "vaccinated" are being
stripped of their jobs and otherwise punished. 

In the USA, where the Unvaccinated are also being segregated, New Normal goon squads are going
door-to-door, bullying "vaccine hesitant" families into conforming to the new official ideology. 

And so on … I'm tired of citing the facts. They do not make the slightest difference to the vast
majority of New Normals, anyway. As I've noted in several previous columns, these people have
surrendered their rationality, and have been subsumed into a totalitarian movement, which has
become their perceptual and social "reality," which their "sanity" now depends upon defending,
so the facts mean absolutely nothing to them. 

And you already know the facts. 

Yes, you. Us. The others. The Unvaccinated. The "Covid deniers." You don't really think any hardcore
New Normals have made it this far into this column, do you? They haven't. If they stumbled into it on
the Internet and accidentally started to read it, their brains switched off in the opening
paragraph…literally, neurologically, switched off. 

They recognized it as a threat to their "reality" and instantly erased it from their consciousness, or
they reported it to the proper authorities, perhaps the FBI, the Bundesnachrichtendienst, or 
Facebook, or some other global corporation. 

This is what it has come to, folks … people are reporting other people's "thoughtcrimes" to global
corporations and the law enforcement agencies of "democratic" governments in the hopes
of destroying or damaging their lives, or, at the very least, getting them censored, or otherwise
erased from public view. 

As I noted in my previous column, our societies have been torn apart. We're living in two mutually
hostile "realities," a state which cannot continue indefinitely. The problem for us (i.e.,
the Unvaccinated) is, we probably constitute somewhere around 20 to 25 percent of the population,
so we are massively outnumbered by New Normals. The problem for the New Normals is,
we probably constitute somewhere around 20 to 25 percent of the population, which is way too
many people to imprison or otherwise remove from society. 

Thus, their plan is to make our lives as miserable as possible, to segregate us, stigmatize us,
demonize us, bully, and harrass us, and pressure us to conform at every turn. 

They are not going to put us on the trains to the camps. GloboCap is not the Nazis. They need
to maintain the simulation of democracy. 

So, they need to transform us into an underclass of "anti-social conspiracy theorists," "anti-vaxxer
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disinformationists," "white-supremacist election-result deniers," "potentially violent domestic
extremists," and whatever other epithets they come up with, so that we can be painted
as dangerously unhinged freaks and cast out of society in a way that makes it appear that we have
cast out ourselves. 

This process is already well underway, and it's only going to get more intense, which will inevitably
lead to social unrest. The hardcore "Unvaccinated" are not going to go quietly. Again, this isn't Nazi
Germany. There are too many of us who are already resisting. They can segregate us, ban us from
travelling, blackout our protests, censor us, deplatform us, cancel our bank accounts, and otherwise
harass us, but they cannot forcibly disappear us. 

So, they are going to keep goading us until we lose it. We have demonstrated incredible discipline
so far, but eventually, we're going to run out patience. It's going to get messy. People will get hurt. 

Which, of course, is exactly what GloboCap wants. Nothing will make them happier than if we turn
ourselves into the "violent extremists" they have been conjuring into existence for the last five
years. They desperately need us to become those "extremists" before we "embolden" too many
others with our "disinformation," "vaccine hesitancy," "election result denial," and general distaste
for the whole global-capitalist ideological program. 

Unfortunately, they are probably going to get their wish. 

What we need is an organized, global campaign of classic, non-violent civil disobedience, but they
are not going to give us time to organize that. They are going to keep the pressure on, and crank up
the pace, and the official propaganda, and the absurdity, and the confusion, and the ever-changing
rules, and the mass hysteria, and the blatant lies, until we start flipping out in restaurants, and
in pubs, and schools, and on public transportation, and segregated New Normal establishments start
getting nocturnally vandalized, or worse, and other forms of "direct action" are taken. 

At which point, game over, because they will have won. We will be the "extremists" they warned
themselves about, and they'll be able to do whatever they want with us, and our former (now New
Normal) friends will applaud, or just look away in silence. 

Or…I don't know, maybe I'm wrong. Maybe some New Normals are still reading this essay, and can
still, at this late stage, regain their senses. Maybe we can still avoid the storm, and the full
implementation of "New Normal Reality." I know, I'm probably a hopeless idealist, but let me tell you
a quick anecdote before I let you go. 

I've been kind of nudging, or politely badgering, Glenn Greenwald, who I respect, and have always
respected, to grow a pair and at least speak out against the totalitarian features of the New Normal
movement. Glenn is totally on board with the official Covid narrative, and has made it clear that he
has no interest in using his investigative-journalism skills to investigate that official narrative. 

Despite that, I have continued to nudge him, and politely prod him, and otherwise urge him,
to maybe post a few critical words, or raise a few investigative-journalist questions, about the most
flagrant official propaganda campaign in the history of official propaganda campaigns and
the blatantly totalitarian actions of governments all over the world. 

For example, I posted this on Twitter recently. 

https://twitter.com/consent_factory/status/1414550091344531457 

Shortly thereafter - and I'm sure this was just a coincidence, because Glenn doesn't follow
the Consent Factory - he tweeted this bit of New Normal blasphemy: 

https://twitter.com/ggreenwald/status/1414566487315173381 

So, apparently, it is, in fact, still possible for people who believe the official Covid narrative as if
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it were the Word of God to speak out against some aspect of it, or just politely question the logic
of it, or otherwise stop behaving like a bunch of mindlessly obedient "Good Germans" as a new
iteration of totalitarianism is rolled out right in front of their eyes. 

Yes, I know. I'm clutching at straws, but I have this crazy faith in people. On top of which, I'm getting
old, so I am not looking forward to the street-fighting part of this as much as I would have 30 or 40
years ago. 

Oh, and, I almost forgot, to all my friends in the New Normal UK … have a lovely Freedom Day!
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